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Doctor Who The Dominators 2nd
The Dominators is the first serial of the sixth season of the British science fiction television series Doctor Who, which originally aired in five weekly parts from 10 August to 7 September 1968. In the serial, the time traveller the Second Doctor and his travelling companions Jamie McCrimmon and Zoe Heriot work with the Dulcians of the planet Dulkis to prevent the alien Dominators from blowing up Dulkis and using its irradiated remains as spaceship fuel.
The Dominators - Wikipedia
The Doctor, Jamie and Zoe arrive to find Dulkis enslaved by the cruel Dominators and their deadly robotic servants, the Quarks. The pacifist Dulcians offer no resistance. Can even the Doctor save a people who are willing collaborators in their own destruction?
The Dominators | Doctor Who | Doctor Who
Synopsis. When two belligerent Dominators and their robotic servant Quarks land on the peaceful planet Dulkis planning to drop a radioactive seed into the planet's core to refuel their spaceship, the Second Doctor, Jamie and Zoe must attempt to inspire the pacifist Dulcians to resist.
The Dominators (TV story) | Tardis | Fandom
Though the majority of the Dulcians were unwilling to fight back, some helped the Second Doctor stop them from destroying the planet. (TV: The Dominators) The Dominators tried to invade Earth in the 1950s. Anyone who discovered their Quarks before they intended were stunned and held in confinement. The Dominators were defeated by the Tenth Doctor.
Dominator | Tardis | Fandom
First UK Broadcast : 10 August – 7 September 1968. Length : 5 x 25 minute episodes. Plot : The Doctor takes Jamie and Zoe for a beach holiday, on the Planet of Dulkis – and lands right in the middle of an invasion by the Dominators and the Quarks; who are intending to mine the planets core – for energy. Whats good : The Dominators and The Quarks are pretty ruthless.
The Dominators - 1968 - S6 - E1/7 - Old Doctor Who
When the Second Doctor, Jamie and Zoe arrive, they are unable to persuade the Dulcian leaders, who believe violence is never an option, to retaliate. View in Store Assisted by the rebellious native, Cully, the Doctor steals the seed pod from the drilling site, smuggling it on-board the departing Dominator ship.
The Dominators - Doctor Who Into the Time Vortex
The Doctor, Jamie and Zoe join a handful of determined Dulcians bent on outwitting the Quarks and struggling to escape the violent brutality of the Dominators. But the whole planet is doomed to become a mass of radioactive material – fuel for the enemy’s invasion fleet whose war mission will spread even to Earth unless The Doctor can devise an infallible plan
The Dominators – Doctor Who World
Contents[show] Commentary Commentary by Frazer Hines (Jamie), Wendy Padbury (Zoe) [2-5], Giles Block (Teel) [1-3], Arthur Cox (Cully) [1,2,4,5], Sylvia James (Makeup Artist) [1,3], Toby Hadoke (Moderator). (2010) Recharge and Equalise A new documentary about the making of The Dominators. Featuring actors Frazer Hines, Felicity Gibson, Giles Block and Arthur Cox, script editor Derrick Sherwin ...
The Dominators | Doctor Who DVD Special Features Index ...
The Dominators DVD. Number of DVDs:1 DVD Number: BBCDVD2807 Certification: PG Duration: 121 minutes Starring Patrick Troughton, The Dominators follows the Second Doctor’s battles with a cruel alien race set on spoiling The Doctors holiday!. The Dominators, self-acclaimed masters of the ten galaxies, and their robot servants, the Quarks, arrive on the planet Dulkis with evil intentions as The ...
The Dominators DVD – Doctor Who World
The Invasion is the partly missing third serial of the sixth season of the British science fiction television series Doctor Who, which was first broadcast in eight weekly parts from 2 November to 21 December 1968.. In the serial, the megalomaniac Tobias Vaughn (Kevin Stoney), the head of the hugely successful electronics company International Electromatics, forms an alliance with the Cybermen ...
The Invasion (Doctor Who) - Wikipedia
Directed by Morris Barry. With Patrick Troughton, Ronald Allen, Kenneth Ives, Arthur Cox. The TARDIS arrives on the planet Dulkis where the Doctor, Zoe and Jamie decide to have a quiet holiday. Only to find the Evil Dominators and their robotic slaves, The Quarks have arrived on a radioactive island, where they plan to detonate a bomb in the planet's core, which will turn the entire planet as ...
"Doctor Who" The Dominators: Episode 1 (TV Episode 1968 ...
The Second Doctor first met the Quarks & The Dominators, in The Dominators – 1968. The Dominators had landed on the planet Dulkis, and used the Quarks to repress the inhabitants; so that they could drill bore holes – and harvest energy from the planet’s core.
The Quarks & The Dominators - Old Doctor Who
Doctor Who: The Dominators PDF ¶ Doctor Who: PDF/EPUB ² The Doctor remembers Dulkis from a previous visit as a civilised and peaceful place But times have changed, and his second trip is not quite the holiday he was expectingThe Dulcians themselves are reluctant than ever before to engage in acts of violence The so called Island of Death, once used as an atomic test site, has served as a.
Doctor Who: The Dominators PDF ¶ Doctor Who:
The Dominators is the season 6 opening serial of Doctor Who in what happens to be Patrick Troughton's final season as the 2nd Doctor. This episode is Zoe Heriot's first proper serial as a companion following her inclusion to the Tardis duo of the Doctor and Jamie (as played by Frazer Hines) at the conclusion of the season 5 finale The Wheel In Space.
Amazon.com: Doctor Who: The Dominators (Story 44): Patrick ...
Doctor Who: The Complete History #12, 2018, “Story 44: The Dominators”, edited by Mark Wright, Hachette Partworks Ltd. Doctor Who: The Handbook: The Second Doctor by David J Howe, Mark Stammers and Stephen James Walker (1997), Virgin Publishing.
A Brief History Of Time (Travel): The Dominators
The Dominators are a fantastic antagnoist for the Doctor, and his interactions with them are some of the second Doctor's most mischievous and cunning moments. As a book: 5/10 It's still the same Classic Who Formula For Non-Who Fans: 5/10 It's a really good story, and doesn't require any pre-knowledge, it just doesn't really set-up any more Doctor Who in any significant way.
Doctor Who: The Dominators by Ian Marter
Doctor Who: The Dominators : 2nd Doctor Novelisation. Michael Troughton reads this gripping novelisation of a classic adventure for the Second Doctor. " [Michael] Troughton makes a winning debut for the range and...has the uncanny ability to evoke the vocal tones of his father Patrick." Doctor Who Magazine.
Doctor Who: The Dominators : Ian Marter : 9781787532793
The Dominators is the season 6 opening serial of Doctor Who in what happens to be Patrick Troughton's final season as the 2nd Doctor. This episode is Zoe Heriot's first proper serial as a companion following her inclusion to the Tardis duo of the Doctor and Jamie (as played by Frazer Hines) at the conclusion of the season 5 finale The Wheel In Space.
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